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EGG HUNT

Where’s the best place to hide Easter eggs? What can you 

do with a Creative-Tonie Blank? How do you make an Easter 

garland? And how do you bake Tonie-Cookies? I’ve put lots of 

ideas in the basket for you. Have fun and a wonderful Easter!

I’VE DRESSED UP  
AS THE  

EASTER BUNNY.
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HIDING PLACE: BENCH

QUESTION: WHERE DOES 
GRANDAD LIKE SITTING  

IN SUMMER?

HIDING PLACE: SANDPIT

QUESTION: WHERE IS 
YOUR FAVOURITE PLACE?

The best thing about Easter is going on an Easter egg hunt!  

Here are some tips for an exciting Sunday search party  

with your Creative-Tonie.

Hip, hip, hooray!

EGG HUNT

Here’s where the  
Creative-Tonie comes in
Record questions, clues and sounds on your 

Creative Tonie. Not sure how it works?  

You’ll find a guide on our YouTube channel.

The Easter egg hunt begins
Place the Creative-Tonie on the Toniebox and 

start with the first question. As you hunt, simply 

take the Creative-Tonie off the Toniebox. When 

you find an egg, put the Creative-Tonie back 

and carry on with the next question.

The trail
Go Easter egg hunting in the garden, the woods 

or in a meadow: find out the best places to 

hide your Easter eggs. Work out a little trail and 

make clue cards for the hiding places.

Hiding places and clues
You should design your Easter egg hunt with 

questions the Creative-Tonie can ask. It can 

then lead you through the trail, supplying tips 

along the way. 

HIDING PLACE: WATERING CAN 

WHAT DOES MUM USE TO 
WATER THE FLOWERS?  

HIDING PLACE: FLOWERBED

WHICH FLOWERS ARE IN 
BLOOM JUST NOW?

HIDING PLACE: DOG KENNEL

QUESTION: WHERE IS 
REX’S FAVOURITE PLACE? 
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Here’s what to do:
Leave little gaps between the clues.  
Speak loudly and clearly. Make sure  
the content has downloaded fully  before you start.

1. 3.

4.2.
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Share your best  
hiding places 

#mytoniemoment
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jiLlyjitP_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jiLlyjitP_k
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Don’t have a Creative- 
Tonie Blank yet? 
They’re a great idea – not just  

for your Easter basket!

What you need:
• Creative-Tonie Blank

• Cardboard ears

• Cotton ball as rabbit tail

•  Material or a brown pen  

for the body 

• Green raffia nest 

• Mini Easter basket

If the Creative- Tonie Blank  
looks like a real Easter Tonie,  

you can record its own  
bunny-hopping story.  

There’s room for 90 minutes  
of listening fun!

What’s going on? Would making your own Easter Tonie, with bunny teeth 

and ears, make you a happy bunny? Then let’s make one together!  

This works best with a Creative-Tonie Blank. It’s just ready and waiting  

for you to paint and decorate.  

Here’s how you make an Easter-Tonie!

Time to get colourful:
Simply cut out and colour  

in your Creative-Tonie  

and stick it under his arm.

Order  your Creative- Tonie Blank here!

www.tonies.com – Creative guide to Eastern

We’re excited about  
your Easter Tonie 

#mytoniemoment

MAKE
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https://tonies.com/shop/creative-tonies/creative-tonie-blank/
https://tonies.com/shop/creative-tonies/creative-tonie-blank/
https://tonies.com/shop/creative-tonies/creative-tonie-blank/
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My Tonie-Tip
As you make your garland, set up 

your Toniebox and listen to songs or 

a wonderful story.

Make your own Easter Tonie  garland

MAKE

Still feeling crafty? Eggsellent! I’ve got another great idea for you:  

a garland with lots of Easter Tonies. You’ll find the stencil you need 

to make this on the next page.

How did your garland turn 
out? Share a picture: 

#mytoniemoment

What you need:
Printer, cardboard, colouring pens, scissors, string, 

cotton wool, raffia, wool, glue, hole punch.

1.  Print around 5 x stencils  

2.    Glue the figures onto cardboard and cut out

3.   Colour in the Easter Tonies  

4.  Use the hole punch to make a hole in each of  

the circle markings and pull the string through

5. Your Easter Tonie garland is ready

6.  Stick it to the wall or hang it above the Easter table
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3 BAKE

I’LL SHOW  
YOU HOW TO 

MAKE COOKIES!
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•  Stick the Tonie stencils to the cardboard 

and cut out. When the dough is rolled out, 

use the stencil as a template to cut out the 

dough along the stencil using a knife.

•  Put the cookies on the baking tray, making 

sure to space them out a little, and bake for 

approx. 15 minutes

•  Repeat the whole process with the rest  

of the dough.

Method
•  Pre-heat a conventional oven to  

175 degrees (top and bottom heat)  

•  Line a baking tray with baking paper 

•  Knead the flour, sugar and butter together

•  Roll out the dough in portions onto  

a floury worktop

Your favourite decoration
Once you’ve baked the Tonie cookies, you can 

give them a face with raisins, icing or sprinkles … 

Whatever way you like!

The recipeAll you need is three ingredients and 

your Tonie stencil. You’ll find a 

template for this on the next page. 

All you need to do is print it out and 

you’re ready to get started.

Share a picture of your cookies – 
if you have any left! 

#mytoniemoment

My Tonie-Tip
During preparation, simply take the Tonie  

off the Toniebox in between. Once you’ve 

completed a step, set the Tonie up again  

and carry on.

225 g flour110 g sugar150 g butter

Nothing works up an appetite quite like an Easter egg hunt.  

What helps? That’s right! Tasty Tonie-Cookies. I’ve already prepared  

a stencil for you to cut out the cookies. Just record recipes on  

your Creative-Tonie so they can help you bake straight away!

In the Easter bakery …
Explore our YouTube channel  

for guides on how to record  
your Creative-Tonies.
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